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Annotation.  An author considers that in DNA there can not be all information, 

necessary for the construction of organism. It is suggested to consider a variant, 

when complete information is contained in zero vibrations of birth-elimination of 

microparticless, circumferential to organisms. On the gravity canals information is 

passed to the center of Earth, where detailed pictures and classes of organisms are 

formed. Center is provided by author with a capacity for creation, for participating in 

the evolution of life. Informative connection of Center with organisms it is possible to 

check experimentally. 
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In author’s paper [1] was expressed doubt, that all information, necessary for the 

construction of organism up to petty details, is contained in DNA. 

Quotation:  

Can  in DNA all living creatures be coded? This encoding must include:  

1) spatial structure of body up to petty details,   

2) system of adjusting of organs functioning,  

3) inherited conduct, including, for example, recognition of patterns,   

4) program of development of organism from zigota to the grown one,  

5) structure of cells and their organs, algorithms of functioning.  

DNA is a chain of atoms, though very long: a man’s chain is 2,2 meter long, but 

in it prevail empty, noninformative areas (to 95%).  

End of quotation.  

Supposition is done in the indicated work, that this information is kept in the 

fields and wave functions of microparticles. Not rejecting this hypothesis, in the 

present paper it is desirable to discuss other variant. 
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In author’s paper [2] it was assumed that every body is surrounded by the field 

of zero vibrations of birth-elimination of microparticles.  

Quotation:  

In accordance with the quantum field theory, if there is not a particle in some 

state, in him there is as though a ghost of particle, zero oscillation on birth of particle, 

but not reach a birth. This «ghost» has a half of energy of particle in this state, and 

since such unfilled states are of endless great number, the total value of energy of 

«ghosts» is endless. 

End of quotation.  

It was assumed in paper that this «aura» is the gravity field. It is possible to do 

further supposition, that in a «aura» there is current information about a body. As this 

«aura» however is the gravity field of body, that body is attracted by Earth. We will 

assume that it is not simple mechanical attraction, but that on the line of attraction an 

information transfer goes «body - center of Earth». As in the area of Center 

information comes from many objects of the same type, for example, people, this 

information is sumed up there, averaged, and on this base the essence of man is 

formed in general, but with all details. It can be equated with the ideas of Plato which 

he gave the real existence, not in the head of man. This essence is passed on that line 

from Center at birth and growth of man, so that  the necessary informative providing 

takes place for development of organism. 

Certainly, at development a child is formed not only on a standard matrix but 

also with individual features, determined both DNA and casual factors. 

It is clearly that the said is related to all types of living creatures. 

It is possible to go yet farther and to provide the Center with a capacity for 

creation: he not only provides living creatures by information but also influences on 

its evolution. In a book [3] shown, that nature of evolution on a large scale causes 

serious questions. If evolution within the limits of species it is possible to explain by 

Darwin natural selection, appearance of new constructions of organisms difficult to 

explain. But if the Center possesses creation, this question decides. 
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Existence of biological life is very complex co-operation of very complex 

molecules. Hard to propose that all of it appeared naturally by casual connections of 

chemical components. The last supposition ripens therefore: Center invented and 

generated  biological life. Besides atoms which author’s paper [1] provides with a 

capacity for creation also took part in becoming of life. Thus the origin of life is 

conditioned by activity both from above and from below. 

As a result of all these suppositions turned out God. Only not on sky, but in a 

center of Earth, and the functions of him are much more realistic and more serious, 

than those which he is allotted by religions. 

This hypothesis opens in principle possibility of telepathy on large distances -

through the Center. 

It is interesting that this hypothesis in part of providing information to organisms 

assumes the very real verification. It is needed to bring a laboratory on Mars, where 

analogical earthly conditions for organisms  would be created, and to study 

reproduction and development of these creatures. The special attention needs to be 

spared to those organisms which are being born without connection with parents, i.e. 

that reproduce themselves by spores, seed, roe, eggs without hatching. It is possible 

to conclude from this, whether Earth is obligatory for earthly life. An analogical 

experiment on Lune can not give a distinct answer, as it is in the gravity field of 

Earth. 
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